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It remains a formidable challenge to ex-
plain and, furthermore, to mimic the
complex processes associated with life

that emerge1 when collections of molecules
interact with one another to (i) dissipate
energy, (ii) sustain nonequilibrium states,
and (iii) perform work. In recent decades,
considerable strides have been made in the
scientific community's understanding2�4 of

Nature's molecular motors, which, among
their many roles, are responsible5 for creat-
ing and maintaining concentration gradi-
ents across membranes as part of cellular
metabolism. The task is now laid out clearly
in front of chemists to capture the essence
of these molecular motors in artificial6�15

systems (i) that are capable6,16�18 of pro-
cessing and dissipating energy, (ii) whose
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ABSTRACT The active transport of ions and molecules across cell membranes is essential to creating the

concentration gradients that sustain life in all living organisms, be they bacteria, fungi, plants, animals orHomo sapiens.

Nature uses active transport everywhere for everything. Molecular biologists have long been attracted to the study of

active transport and continue to this day to investigate and elucidate the tertiary structures of the complex motor

proteins that sustain it, while physicists, interested in nonequilibrium statistical mechanics, have developed theoretical

models to describe the driven ratchetingmotions that are crucial to its function. The increasingly detailed understanding

that contemporary science has acquired relating to active transport, however, has yet to lead to the design and

construction of artificial molecular motors capable of employing ratchet-driven motions that can also perform work

against concentration gradients. Mechanically interlocked molecules (MIMs) in the form of pseudo- and semirotaxanes

are showing some encouraging signs in meeting these goals. This review summarizes recent progress in making

artificial molecular motors that can performwork by “pumping” tetracationic rings into high-energy states. The launching pad is a bistable [2]rotaxanewhose dumbbell

component contains two electron-donating recognition sites, one, a tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) unit, which interacts more strongly with the ring component,

cyclobis(paraquat-p-phenylene) (CBPQT4þ), containing two electron-accepting bipyridinium units, than does the other 1,5-dioxynaphthalene (DNP) unit. Switching can

be induced electrochemically by oxidizing the TTF unit to a TTF•þ radical cation, whereupon Coulombic repulsion takes care of moving the ring to the DNP unit.

Reduction of the radical cation resets the switch. Molecular switches operate at, or close to, equilibrium. Anywork done during one switching event is undone during the

reset. Molecular motors, on the other hand, rely on a flux of energy, and a ratchet mechanism to make periodic changes to the potential energy surface of a system in

order to move molecules uphill to higher energy states. Forging a path from molecular switches to motors involved designing a molecular pump prototype. An

asymmetric dumbbell with a 2-isopropylphenyl (neutral) end and a 3,5-dimethylpyridinium (charged) end with a DNP recognition site to entice CBPQT4þ rings out of

solution exhibits relative unidirectional movement of the rings with respect to the dumbbell. Redox chemistry does the trick. During the oxidative cycle, the rings enter

the dumbbell by passing over the neutral end onto the recognition site; in the reduction cycle, much of the recognition is lost and the rings find their way back into

solution by leaving the dumbbell from the charged end. This on-one-end, off-the-other process can be repeated over and over again using light as the energy source in

the presence of a photosensitizer and a compound that shuttles electrons back and forth. Although this prototype demonstrates ratchet-driven translational motion, no

work is done. A ring enters the dumbbell from one end and leaves from the other end. Another deficiency of the prototype is the fact that, although the recognition site

is muted on reduction, it retains some attraction for the ring. What if the recognition site was attractive initially and then became repulsive? This questionwas answered

by turning to radical chemistry and employing the known stabilization behavior of a bipyridinium radical cation and the bisradical dication, generated on reduction of the

CBPQT4þ ring, to pluck rings out of solution and thread them over the charged end of the pump portion of a semidumbbell. On subsequent oxidation, the pump is

primed and the rings pass through a one-way door, given a little thermal energy, onto a collecting-chain where they find themselves accumulating where they would

rather not be present. In thismanner, an artificialmolecular pumpmimics the pumpingmachinery commonplace in biological systems. Looking beyond this state-of-the-

art artificial molecular pump, we discuss, from a theoretical standpoint, the measures that would need to be taken in order to render its operation autonomous.

KEYWORDS: active transport . co-conformations . dissipative systems . molecular motors . mechanostereochemistry .
pseudorotaxanes . radicals . ratchet mechanism . rotaxanes
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hierarchical organization transduces15,19�21 move-
ment across length scales, and ultimately (iii) that can
perform15,20�25 useful work on their environments.
For over two decades, mechanically interlocked

molecules26 (MIMs), such as rotaxanes27,28 and cate-
nanes,29�31 have been a fertile playground for further-
ing our understanding of noncovalent bonding inter-
actions and, hence, learning how to control large
amplitude relative motions of their components.
Switchable MIMs (Figure 1, upper left quadrant) that
express controlled translational or circumrotational
movement at the nanoscale level19,28,32 have been
created by introducing bistability into molecular
shuttles33 and employing many different pairs of re-
cognition motifs. Typically, such molecular switches
are toggled between two or more equilibrium states
in response to external stimuli. For example, the mini-
mum energy co-conformation31 associated with the
bistable [2]rotaxane34 R14þ is adopted (Figure 2a)
when its π-electron donating tetrathiafulvalene (TTF)
recognition site is encapsulated within the cavity of its
π-electron accepting cyclobis(paraquat-p-phenylene)
(CBPQT4þ) ring component. On oxidizing the TTF
unit, a new thermodynamic minimum is established
in which the ring encircles the 1,5-dioxynaphthalene
(DNP) recognition site in preference to the now elec-
tron poor TTF2þ unit. Subsequent reduction resets
the switch (Figure 2b) to its initial state with random
thermal noise supplying the energy necessary to
overcome any energy barriers to co-conformational
reorganization.35

There are many ways in which one can imagine
exploiting thesewell-establishedmolecular switches in
technological settings, e.g., in molecular electronic
devices36 and drug delivery systems.37 For example,
the stimulus-responsive behavior of bistable MIMs
has led to them being utilized to write and store
information38 as part of sensors39 and memory de-
vices.40 There is a fundamental demarcation, however,
between molecular switches and Nature's biomolecu-
lar machinery, such as motor proteins and proton
pumps. Molecular switches (Figure 3a) operate at, or
close to, equilibrium. Any work that might be done
during one switching event is subsequently undone4,41

when the ensemble of molecules returns to its initial
state.6,15 In order for bistable switches of this ilk to
perform work, regardless of how high their efficiency
or positional discrimination42 may be, they require an
additional layer of complexity to be added that (i)
allows their action to be coupled and uncoupled from
their environment at the single molecule level, and/or
(ii) imparts hierarchical order to collections of switches
that act in unison. For a full discussion of these funda-
mental considerations, we direct readers toward pre-
vious in-depth reviews3,6,15 on the topic. In contrast to
bistable switches, the repeated actions of proton
pumps and motor proteins result (Figure 3b) in the

local system moving further and further away from its
“inherent equilibrium”, e.g., by transferring protons
from a region of relatively low concentration in a cell
to one of higher concentration.5 Of course, they are
only able to carry out this act when there is flux of
energy through the system. They do not violate the

VOCABULARY: Co-conformational rearrangements �
The spatial arrangement of mechanically bonded compo-

nents affording a distinction between mechanostereo-

isomers which can be converted by circumrotation,

translation or rocking motions constrained by mechanical

bonds; Energy ratchet mechanism � A mechanism by

which directed motion and pumping is driven by external

or light-driven modulation of both the depths of energy

wells (relative state energies) and the heights of energy

barriers (relative transition state energies); Information

ratchet mechanism � Mechanism by which directed

motion and pumping is controlled by modulation of

energy barrier heights in selected states where allosteric

feedback is used to determine in which states the energy

barriers are raised and lowered. All chemically activated

biomolecular motors and pumps driven by catalysis of an

exergonic chemical reaction (ATP hydrolysis or ion

transport) operate as information ratchets;Mechanical

bond � An entanglement in space between two or more

components such that they cannot be separated without

breaking or grossly distorting chemical bonds;Mechano-

stereochemistry � The stereochemistry of molecules

with mechanical bonds;Molecular motor � A molecule

that interfaces chemical, electrochemical, and mechanical

processes in a far-from-equilibrium environment. During

their operation, molecular motors act as conduits that

process energy, some of which is “siphoned off” in order

to influence the trajectory of a local system, allowing it to

move away from its inherent thermal equilibrium state;

Molecular pump � A molecule that, when supplied with

energy, transports ions or small molecules energetically

uphill in a manner that is repetitive and progressive,

creating concentration gradients;Molecular shuttle � A

degenerate bistable rotaxane with two equivalent recog-

nition sites for a ring that is able to dart back and forth

between them;Molecular switch � A molecule that can

be toggled reversibly between two or more equilibrium

states by the application of a stimulus;Pseudorotaxane�
A complex in which one linear molecule protrudes

through the cavity of another ring-shaped molecule. The

two components, which are held together by their mutual

noncovalent bonding interactions, do not possess a me-

chanical bond;Rotaxane � A mechanically interlocked

molecule consisting of (a) ring(s) encircling a dumbbell

from which the ring(s) cannot escape on account of the

bulky groups (stoppers) located at both ends of the dumb-

bell;Thermodynamic nonequilibrium � A situation in

which the state probabilities of molecules in a system do

not coincide with the energies according to a Boltzmann

distribution.
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laws of thermodynamics. Rather, they capture some of
this energy and use it to perform useful work, employ-
ing ratchet mechanisms3,6,15 which, on account of
periodic changes in kinetic barriers, do not necessarily
proceed toward the global thermodynamic minimum.
This review (1) describes the recent developments

that we havemade in the design, synthesis, and opera-
tion of artificial molecular pumps that, when supplied
with energy, create high energy MIMs as a result of
ratchet-driven transport and (2) outlines a theoretical
framework for linking the autonomous operation of
the pumps to the catalysis of a chemical reaction. At
the outset of this program of research, we challenged
ourselves to use synthetically simple components with
minimalistic design and to avoid the formation and
cleavage of covalent bonds. Our progress toward this
goal is summarized schematically in Figure 1, which
outlines, in a clockwise fashion, starting in the upper-
left quadrant and finishing in the bottom-left quadrant,
the stages of (i) drawing inspiration from the recogni-
tion motifs present in bistable MIMs; (ii) identifying
the means of controlling association and dissociation
kinetics of the CBPQT4þ ring with a constitutionally
asymmetric substrate; (iii) capturing the ring as part of

a high energy, kinetically stable entanglement with a
molecular dumbbell, and (iv) assembling, optimizing,
and operating an artificial molecular pump that runs
repetitively and progressively to drive a system away
from equilibrium.

A MOLECULAR PUMP PROTOTYPE

In its tetracationic form, CBPQT4þ encapsulates
π-electron rich substrates, such as DNP derivatives
carrying oligoethylene glycol chains, by virtue of favor-
able [C�H 3 3 3O] hydrogen bonds and donor�acceptor
interactions with typical association constants (Ka)
in MeCN solution in the region43 of 103�104 M�1.
The ring, however, is redox active;a property which
allows its recognition properties to be changed dra-
matically upon reduction to its dicationic bisradical
form, namely, CBPQT2(•þ). Donor�acceptor noncova-
lent bonding interactions and [C�H 3 3 3O] hydrogen
bonding are weakened significantly in this reduced
form and radical�radical pairing interactions predo-
minate instead.44,45 Consequently, we set out to take
advantage of this redox-stimulated switching as a
convenient way to control the thermodynamic energy
minima in systems based upon CBPQT4þ. Inspired in

Figure 1. Evolution of donor�acceptor and radically enhanced MIMs from molecular shuttles and bistable switches to
artificial molecular pumps. Upper left quadrant: redox-switchable bistable rotaxanes evolve from molecular shuttles. Upper
right quadrant: Relative unidirectional movement by the ring and rod components of a [2]pseudorotaxane. Lower right
quadrant: energetically demanding transport of a ring relative to a dumbbell involving radical�radical interactions. Lower left
quadrant: artificial molecular pumps driven repetitively and progressively.
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part by the contributions to the theory and formalisms
of ratchet mechanisms,3,4,15 as well as numerous ele-
gant experimental demonstrations by Leigh,6,7,46�49

and Credi16,50,51 in the context of MIMs and supramo-
lecules, respectively, we realized that developing addi-
tional elements of control over the kinetics ofCBPQT4þ

association and dissociation would allow us to exploit
(Figure 1) its recognition properties in the context of
thermodynamic nonequilibrium systems. Given the
highly charged and compact structure of CBPQT4þ,
we anticipated that this kind of kinetic controlmight be

achieved by introducing (Figure 4a) two complemen-
tary types of “barriers” as structural elements into
DB1þ. On the one hand, neutral end groups whose
size matches closely the dimensions of the CBPQT4þ

cavity should be able to influence the kinetics, by
acting as “steric barriers”,52,53 while on the other hand,
positively charged54 “Coulombic barriers” are expected
to impede the motion of the ring, based mainly on
electrostatic repulsion. Importantly, the effect of this
second type of barrier is subject to the oxidation state
of the ring and is, consequently, stimulus-dependent.

Figure 2. (a) Structural formula and graphical representation of the bistable [2]rotaxane R14þ. Note that the CBPQT4þ ring
(blue) prefers to encircle the TTF (green) rather than the DNP (red) unit by a factor of >9:1. (b) Redox-controlled operation of a
molecular switch.Whenoxidationof the TTFunit occurs to give the TTF2þdication (yellow), Coulombic repulsion results in the
translation of the CBPQT4þ ring to the neutral DNP unit. (In fact, the CBPQT4þ ring moves as soon as the intermediate TTF•þ

radical cation is formed.) This change in co-conformation is fast. When the TTF2þ dication is reduced back to the neutral TTF
unit, the CBPQT4þ ring returns relatively slowly back to the TTF unit at the expense of thermal energy. In this manner, the
switch is reset and no work is done. The number of balls in the wells represents the relative occupation probabilities.

Figure 3. Energy profiles for (a) a molecular switch operating under thermodynamic control for most of the time and (b) a
molecular machine operating under kinetic control overall with thermodynamically controlled steps. Here, the molecular
machine is employing an energy ratchet mechanism wherein energy wells are raised and lowered in concert with energy
barriers being lowered and raised. This mechanism requires the input of energy. We use the term “partially relax” since in the
long-time limit the nonequilibrium probability distribution on the far right will inexorably relax to the equilibrium
distribution on the far left. In the short-time situation, however, the nonequilibrium distribution can be harnessed to do
work on the environment. This step is the essential one that turns a switch into a machine.
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In the first instance, we investigated43 the rate of
slippage of the CBPQT4þ ring onto a series of consti-
tutionally symmetric dumbbell-shapedmolecules with
neutral, size complementary groups at their termini
and a DNP binding site located at their midriff. From a
combined computational and experimental screen43

of approximately 60 substituted neutral end groups, a
handful were identified as potential steric barriers. A
2-isopropyphenyl (IPP) end group, for example, was
found to slow down the association of the CBPQT4þ

ring with dumbbells to the minute time scale with
activation energy barriers in the range of 15.4�
16.9 kcal mol�1. By employing a constitutionally asym-
metric dumbbell DB1þ with an IPP unit at one end
and a 3,5-dimethylpyridinium (PYþ) Coulombic barrier
at the other, we went on to demonstrate55 that the
dumbbell and ring undergo unidirectional motion

relative to one another in response to redox cycling,
i.e., the ring threads onto the dumbbell from one end
and dethreads from the other, as depicted in the upper
right quadrant of Figure 1.
Stabilizing donor�acceptor charge transfer interac-

tions between the DNP binding site at the center
of DB1þ and CBPQT4þ favor (Figure 4b) the formation
of the [2]pseudorotaxane D1þ⊂CBPQT4þ, which
was observed in MeCN solution by UV�vis and
1H NMR spectroscopies. By measuring the rate (1.6 (
0.04 M�1 s�1) of complex formation after mixingDB1þ

and CBPQT4þ and by comparing it to the rates ob-
served (5.7 ( 0.3 M�1 s�1 for IPP and (2.0 ( 0.2) �
10�4 M�1 s�1 for PYþ) for constitutionally symmetrical
dumbbells as controls, it became apparent that the
ring threads preferentially onto the dumbbell from the
IPP end. Indeed, the tetracationic ring experiences high

Figure 4. (a) Structural formulas and graphical representations of the CBPQT4þ ring and the dumbbell DB1þ. (b) Redox-
controlled operation of a molecular pump prototype based on this ring and dumbbell which, at the onset, are separate species
in solution. They form the 1:1 donor�acceptor complex DB1þ⊂CBPQT4þ as a result of the ring threading mechanostereo-
selectively onto the dumbbell over the neutral (green) IPP end group. Reduction of the CBPQT4þ ring to the bisradical dication
(purple), namely, CBPQT2(•þ), impairs substantially the donor�acceptor stabilizing interaction with the DNP unit and leaves
the reduced ring relatively free to leave the dumbbell by passing over the positively chargedPYþ end group (blue) now that the
electrostatic forces have been considerably diminished while the size of the cavity of the ring has decreased, raising the barrier
to its departing by passing over themorebulky neutral IPP end group. Oxidation of the ring back to CPBQT4þ re-establishes the
starting statewhere both the ring and the dumbbell reside in solution. Relative unidirectionalmotion has beenachieved, but no
work has been done. The blue and purple horizontal lines on the energy profiles beside the energy wells and barriers serve to
indicate how they are raised and lowered during the redox cycle. The chemical potential of the ring in bulk solution is
represented by the level of the dark blue “Fermi sea”, and the probability distribution for the occupancy of the recognition site
(energy well) is represented by the discrete number of balls present in the well.
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Coulombic repulsion from the like-charged PYþ end
group, creating a relatively high kinetic barrier to
threading of 22.9 kcal mol�1, markedly larger than
the 16.9 kcal mol�1 barrier to threading from the IPP
end. The relative barrier heights are flipped (Figure 4b)
when the ring is reduced to CBPQT2(•þ). The lower
charge on the ring diminishes the repulsive electro-
static interactions, allowing the ring to traverse the PYþ

group more easily than it would the IPP terminus, i.e.,
with a lower free energy of activation. Simultaneously,
the donor�acceptor interactions areweakened, result-
ing in a net dethreading of the ring. Reduction of the
ring was effected chemically by the addition of an
excess of Zn dust, or electrochemically during cyclic
voltammetry experiments. DFT calculations suggest55

that the ring also contracts a little upon reduction, an
observationwhichmay heighten the effect of the steric
barrier somewhat, even though this effect is relatively
minor. The overall outcome is that CBPQT4þ rings
thread onto DB1þ by passing the IPP barrier preferen-
tially in order to form a [2]pseudorotaxane before the
reduction step causes them to dethread over the PYþ

end. Thus, in a relative sense, the ring is transported
from one side of the dumbbell to the other on account
of changes that occur in energy maxima (barrier
heights) andminima (binding interactions) as its redox
state is altered. This oscillation in the magnitude of

both kinetic energy barriers and energy wells amounts
to what is known as an “energy ratchet” mechanism.
The change in the heights of barriers and depths of
wells occurs regardless of whether a well is occupied or
not, e.g., in the present case, the redox state of the
viologen is altered by the applied stimulus whether or
not it is part of an inclusion complex. Another alter-
native mechanistic pathway to access thermodynamic
nonequilibrium states employs an “information ratchet”,
which exploits allosteric feedback to influence kinetic
energy barriers. As a result, a system can move away
from equilibrium without the depth of the energy
wells ever having changed.47 Biomolecular motors
and pumps, driven by ATP hydrolysis (e.g., kinesin
and myosin) or proton transport across a membrane
(e.g., F1 ATPase and bacterial flagellar motors) function
as information ratchets, where allosteric interactions
switch the specificity of the molecular motor for reac-
tant and product depending on the mechanical state
of the motor. We will examine this mechanism in
greater detail in the penultimate section of this review.
With appropriate experimental design, the redox

cycle can be powered autonomously using light,56

avoiding the generation of byproducts that accom-
pany chemical reduction and oxidation55 and also
circumventing the constraints of microscopic reversi-
bility. See Figure 5. With the use of Ru(bpy)3

2þ as a

Figure 5. Molecular pump prototype powered by light, illustrated by means of a graphical representation of the mech-
anism of autonomous mechanostereoselective threading/dethreading of the [2]pseudorotaxane. Step 1: Reduction of
the [2]pseudorotaxane by Ru(bpy)3

2þ acting as a photosensitizer. Step2: Back electron transfer to Ru(bpy)3
3þ from the elec-

tron relay ptz. Step3: Oxidation of the reduced CBPQT2(•þ) ring back to CBPQT4þ by the ptz•þ radical cation. The operating
efficiency is not so high.
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photosensitizer, phenothiazine (ptz) as an electron
relay, and irradiating with 450 nm light, a photo redox
reaction occurs in which electrons are transferred
transiently from the Ru(bpy)3

2þ to the ring, resulting
in its reduction. Back transfer of electrons to the
Ru(bpy)3

3þ that is generated is delayed by its rever-
sible reaction with ptz.57 The resulting ptz•þ radical
cation has a relatively long lifetime, allowing the
reduced [2]pseudorotaxane the opportunity to dissoci-
ate before its ring component is eventually reoxidized.
A steady state distribution is established during irra-
diation with a lower proportion of [2]pseudorotaxane
than that present at thermal equilibrium.3 In the act of
dissipating the light energy that is absorbed during
irradiation, the systemmoves away from thermal equi-
librium. When the irradiation is stopped, equilibrium
is gradually reestablished over a period of several
minutes.
While this prototypical system, based on DB1þ and

CBPQT4þ, demonstrates ratchet-driven translational
motion, the ring returns to the bulk solution after
traversing the thread. In other words, the product of
one cycle is the same as its starting materials and no
work is done. Moreover, the driving force for dissocia-
tion in the case ofD1þ⊂CBPQT2(•þ) is largely entropic.
Although stabilizing donor�acceptor interactions are
diminished upon reduction, there is nevertheless some
degree of attractive interaction55 that remains. We
were led, therefore, to consider the possibility that it
may be beneficial to introduce an enthalpic driving
force in both oxidation states, first of all to attract a ring,
and then to repel it.

ENERGETICALLY DEMANDING TRANSPORT

By employing a N,N0-dialkyl-4,40-bipyridinium (BIPY2þ)
radical recognition site44,45 in place of the DNP unit, we
anticipated that we would be able to flip the interac-
tion between the dumbbell and the ring back and forth
from attraction to repulsion.58 Somewhat counterin-
tuitively, the reduced ring CBPQT2(•þ) has45 a strong
affinity for reduced BIPY•þ substrates with typical
association constants, Ka, in the region of 104 M�1 in
MeCN, forming a trisradical inclusion complex on
account of pimerization59,60 which occurs between
the three radical cations. An enthalpic driving force
for the components to separate from one another
arises58 after oxidation of the BIPY•þ⊂CBPQT2(•þ) com-
plex to BIPY2þ⊂CBPQT4þ as a consequence of the
repulsive electrostatic interaction between the tetra-
cationic ring and the dicationic BIPY2þ site. Initially, in a
thought experiment, we designed a radical�radical
interaction-based hypothetical molecular pump pro-
totype (Figure 6) where the DNP unit in the donor�
acceptor system was replaced by a BIPY2þ unit.
In this hypothetical prototype, we would expect the
CBPQT2(•þ) ring to be attracted onto the BIPY•þ radical
recognition site by passing over the PYþ end group

under reducing conditions aided and abetted by
strong 1:1 trisradical complex formation. On oxidation,
we would expect the CBPQT4þ ring to be pumped
back into solution over the IPP end group on account
of the Coulombic repulsion generated by the six
positive charges. The hypothetical molecular pump
prototype, however, is not easy to test experimentally.
To ascertain if this hypothetical prototype might be
applicable to the construction of an artificial molecular
pump, we designed (Figure 7a) and synthesized61 a
homologous series of dumbbells DB23þ�DB63þ.
In each case, one end of the dumbbells DB23þ�

DB63þ is terminated by the same Coulombic barrier,
PYþ, which is connected to a BIPY2þ recognition site
by a short oligomethylene chain, Linker A. A longer
oligoethylene glycol (DB23þ) or oligomethylene
(DB33þ�DB63þ) chain, connected to the other side
of the BIPY2þ unit, is terminated by a bulky stopper. We
anticipated that, if the combination of the Coulombic
barrier and radical recognition site, namely, BIPY•þ,
attracts CBPQT2(•þ) rings under reducing conditions
and then repels them in a relative unidirectionalmanner
upon oxidation, the rings will become ensnared on
this long, ring-collecting chain. See Figure 8. Their dis-
sociation from the dumbbell will be opposed by the
Coulombic barrier on one end and the bulky stopper
on the other, trapping the dumbbell and ring compo-
nent together kinetically in a high-energy state that
lacks any significant stabilizing interactions between
the dumbbell and ring components.62,63 Whether the

Figure 6. Graphical representations and energy profiles for
a hypotheticalmolecular pumpprototype based on radical�
radical stabilizing interactions. In this hypothetical proto-
type, the formation of a strong 1:1 complex between a
bipyridinium radical cation (BIPY•þ) in a dumbbell with the
same charged (PYþ) and neutral (IPP) end groups as before
in the donor�acceptor based molecular pump prototype
and the CBPQT2(•þ) bisradical dication causes threading
of the ring to occur via the PYþ end. On oxidation, a push-
button molecular switch is created by the generation of six
positive charges where there were only three that were
suppressed previously by radical�radical interactions. The
net result is the generation of a considerable amount of
potential energy that forces the CBPQT4þ ring to depart
from the neutral IPP end group of the tricationic dumbbell.
The cycle is completed on reduction of the ring and the
dumbbell. Once again, relative unidirectional motion has
been achieved, but no work is done.
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product would be classified as a [2]pseudorotaxane
or a [2]rotaxane would depend64 upon its kinetically
stability, i.e., whether the ring could eventually over-
come the kinetic barrier to dethreading on a measur-
able time scale. Given this design, “work” would be
performed in the sense that an energetically demand-
ing state;the metastable [2]pseudorotaxane or high-
energy [2]rotaxane;would be obtained after a redox
cycle, even though each of the individual dumbbell
and ring components are returned to their initial
oxidation states.
In practice, equimolar mixtures of the dumbbell

component and ring were reduced together in CD3CN

solution by stirring with an excess of Zn dust. After
filtering to remove the heterogeneous reducing agent,
the solutions were oxidized with either tris(4-bromo-
phenyl)aminium hexachloridoantimonate or NOPF6,
before analyzing them by 1H NMR spectroscopy. We
demonstrated61 that dumbbells DB23þ�DB53þ were
capable of capturing aCBPQT4þ ring during this chem-
ical redox cycle, acting as rudimentary artificial molec-
ular pumps. There was significant variation in the
efficiency of the pumping process and the kinetic
stability of the product for each dumbbell, however,
which led us toward an optimized system. It transpired
that a ring-collecting oligomethylene chain is preferable

Figure 7. Structural formulas of dumbbells DB23þ�DB113þ and graphical representations and the energy profiles of
corresponding dumbbells with CBPQT4þ rings on them. The positive charges on the dumbbells discussed in this review are all
balanced by PF6

� anions. (a) Structural formulas of the dumbbells DB23þ�DB63þ employed in the ring-collecting chain and
Coulombic barrier optimization experiments. (b) Graphical representations and energy profiles of corresponding dumbbells
with a CBPQT4þ ring on them. Coulombic barrier ΔGq

C optimization was achieved by varying linker A. The height of ΔGq
C

changes when the length of liner A changes. (c) Structural formulas of the dumbbells DB73þ�DB113þ employed in the steric
barrier optimization experiments. (d) Graphical representations and energy profiles of corresponding dumbbells with a
CBPQT4þ ring on them. The observed steric barrierΔGq

obs optimizationwas achievedby varying linker B. The height ofΔGq
obs

changes when the length of linker B changes. For a detailed explanation of the free energy profiles in (b) and (d), see the text.

Figure 8. Graphical representations and energy profiles for the operation of a simplified artificial molecular pump. In this
simplified artificial molecular pump, the CBPQT4þ ring and the dumbbell repel each other initially because of Coulombic
repulsion. On reduction, the Coulombic barrier drops dramatically as the positive charge number on the ring falls. The
formation of a strong 1:1 complex between a bipyridinium radical cation (BIPY•þ) in the dumbbell and the CBPQT2(•þ)

bisradical dication attracts the ring onto the BIPY•þ unit via the PYþ end. On oxidation, the strong Coulombic repulsion
generated by six positive charges pumps the CBPQT4þ ring onto the ring-collecting chain since the high Coulombic barrier
fromPYþ end group is restored. The net result is that, in a redox cycle, a CBPQT4þ ring is transported frombulk solution phase
to a ring-collecting chain. Note that there is no/little binding interaction between the CBPQT4þ ring and the ring-collecting
chain, since the ring is forced onto the chain by redox chemical energy. Work is done.
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to an oligoethylene glycol chain. A comparison of
DB23þ and DB33þ revealed that the presence of an
oligoethylene glycol chain leads to faster dissociation
of the entangled ring and dumbbell. The transition
state to dethreading, in which the ring approaches the
Coulombic barrier, appears43,61 to be stabilized some-
what by [C�H 3 3 3O] hydrogen bonding interactions
between DB23þ and CBPQT4þ. For the purposes of
optimizing the system to operate in MeCN, therefore,
oligoethylene glycol chains were discounted. It should
be noted, however, that the importance of these
hydrogen bonding interactions is diminished in aqu-
eous solution, where an oligoethylene glycol dumbbell
and the chloride counterions might be better choices.
Upon changing the length of Linker A, which

connects the PYþ unit and BIPY2þ units, we found
(Figure 7b) that variation by just one methylene group
can have a dramatic influence61 on the effectiveness of
the Coulombic barrier, ΔGq

C. A propylene linker
(DB43þ) results in a system in which the ΔGq

C barrier
is able to prevent the CBPQT4þ ring from dethreading
at room temperature but not high enough to keep the
ring on the chain when heating. Surprisingly, when
the linker is elongated to butylene (DB53þ), the ΔGq

C

barrier becomes too low to prevent the oxidized ring
and dumbbell from dissociating even at low tempera-
ture. No trace of D5þ⊂CBPQT4þ was detected by 1H
NMR spectroscopy after a chemical redox cycle. Con-
versely, when a bismethylene linker (DB63þ) separates
the PYþ and BIPY2þ units, the ΔGq

C barrier is so high
that the resulting threaded product is stable in reflux-
ing acetonitrile! A full analysis based on the dissocia-
tion kinetics of CBPQT4þ from the series of dumbbells
revealed that, empirically, the addition or removal of
one methylene group from Linker A changes the
barrier to dissociation by approximately 7 kcal mol�1.
DFT calculations61 provided further insight into the
reason behind this remarkably sensitive relationship
between structure and function. It appears that the
potential energy surface, created as CBPQT4þ and
DB53þ dissociate from one another, features two

separate maxima, corresponding to BIPY2þ⊂CBPQT4þ

and PYþ⊂CBPQT4þ transition states, neither of which
are particularly high in energy. By contrast, a single,
much higher peak was predicted by calculation for
DB63þ. The proximity of the charged BIPY2þ and PYþ

groups, enforced by the short bismethylene linker,
causes them to act in unison, presenting one insur-
mountable Coulombic barrier to the ring. In the sub-
sequent design of artificial molecular pumps, there-
fore, a bismethylene linker was used to ensure that the
Coulombic barrier is sufficiently large to act essentially
as a one-way valve, preventing an already threaded
CBPQT4þ ring from returning to the bulk solution.
Aside from Linker A, the length of the ring-collecting

chain also plays a role in determining the energetics of
the system. By comparing the behavior of DB33þ with
that of DB43þ, we discovered, as might be anticipated,
that a longer ring-collecting chain leads to a more
kinetically stable (pseudo)rotaxane. A shorter chain
imposes more stringent restrictions upon the con-
formational freedom of both the ring and dumb-
bell components, as well as holding the positively
charged groups in closer proximity. The result is that
DB43þ⊂CBPQT4þ lies in a higher energy state (larger
ΔGout) than its DB33þ-derived homologue and, conse-
quently, requires a lower energy of activation ΔGq to
surmount the Coulombic barrier.
As the molecular pumps are powered by chemical

reduction and oxidation, employing reagents with
known redox potentials, the total energy input ΔGin

can be calculated to be about 140 kcal mol�1 by sum-
mingΔGred andΔGox, based upon the redox potentials
of the Zn2þ/Zn and NOþ/NO couples. The energy
output ΔGout, on the other hand, can be estimated
(Figure 9) to be 7�14 kcal mol�1 based upon the
experimentally determined thermodynamic param-
eters and the results of DFT calculations.61 To estimate
the total work ΔGwork that is performed in the process
of entrapping a ring on the dumbbell, one must also
take into account (Figure 9) the increase in effective
concentration that occurs when a CBPQT4þ ring is

Figure 9. Graphical representations and energy profiles for a simplified artificial molecular pump and redox chemistry
involved in the operation process. For each dumbbell and CBPQT4þ ring, the redox process involves the transfer of three
electrons, provided by the reducing reagent Zn and oxidation reagent NOþ. The value of ΔGin is the total energy input that
comes from the free energy changes of the reducing reagent ΔGred and the oxidizing reagent ΔGox. The work done ΔGwork

comes from theCBPQT4þ energydifferenceΔGout and the increase in the effective concentrationwhen rings are restrainedon
the ring-collecting chain compared with when they are free in solution. The energy conversion efficiency η is defined as the
ratio of work done to the total energy input. See text for a detail explanation of the equations.
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trapped on the ring-collecting chain in addition to the
energy outputΔGout. With the use of an approximation
where the trapped ring is held within a 1 nm3 space by
the constraints of the dumbbell, its effective concen-
tration on the ring-collecting chain is roughly equiva-
lent to 1.7 M. The solution phase concentration we
employ is 1 mM. The work done in confining the ring,
RT ln(cin/cout), where cin is the effective concentration
ofCBPQT4þ trapped on ring collecting chain and cout is
the concentration of the free ring in bulk solution, is
about 4.4 kcal mol�1. Energy conversion efficiencies, η,
which measure (Figure 9) the proportion of the energy
input that is transferred to the (pseudo)rotaxane, are
found to be about 8�13% for this system.

PERFORMING WORK REPETITIVELY

The optimization65 of the molecular pump's struc-
ture from a drawing on paper to real chemistry in the
laboratory has been painstakingly carried out (Figure 10)
in a step-by-stepmanner.66 While the optimal structural
elements of Nature's molecular motors have emerged
during millennia of natural selection, clearly a more
rational and directed approach must be taken in order
to optimize design parameters of artificial molecular
pumps.
To reach a rational understanding of the steric

barriers, we synthesized66DB73þwith a potential steric
barrier (Figure 7c) in the form of a disubstituted
biphenyl derivative incorporated in its midriff between
the radical recognition unit and ring collecting chain.
When DB73þ and the CBPQT4þ ring are reduced and
then oxidized, the 1H NMR spectrum shows that the
CBPQT4þ ring is located beside the phenylene ring
carrying the methoxy group before rearranging slowly
to the phenylene ring with the methyl substituent, but
not continuing further to reside on the oligomethylene

chain on account of apparent donor�acceptor inter-
actions between the steric barrier and the ring. When a
second redox cycle with excess of CBPQT4þ is per-
formed, a second CBPQT4þ ring locates itself beside
the phenylene ring carrying a methoxy group, forcing
the first CBPQT4þ ring onto the oligomethylene chain
while the secondCBPQT4þ ring rearranges slowly onto
the phenylene ring with the methyl substituent. The
formation of the donor�acceptor complex between
the CBPQT4þ ring and steric barrier was unexpected.
DB83þ with the shorter (n = 2) linker between the
charged BIPY2þ unit and the steric barrier was also
synthesized and subjected to redox cycling in the
presence of CBPQT4þ. While we might expect that
the increased Coulombic repulsion would destabi-
lize the donor�acceptor complex, it fails to do so.
Although the performance of the molecular pump,
containing the disubstituted biphenyl unit as a speed
bump, proved that we can pump a second ring, the
ring, rather unfortunately, also forms a donor�acceptor
complex with the biphenyl unit. The unexpected non-
covalent bonding interaction calls into question the
concept of moving rings energetically uphill.67,68

We decided to return to employing the IPP unit66 as
the speed bump. Surprisingly, however, the observed
(Figure 7d) steric barrier, ΔGq

obs, was too high for the
ring to pass over the IPP unit in DB93þ, underscoring
yet again that, although a qualitative estimate of pump
performance can be made at the design stage, the
delicate balance of the energetics is far from easy to
predict quantitatively, even when drawing compari-
sons with analogous compounds. We found, however,
that this situation could be turned to our advantage.
Even though any structural alterations to the steric
barrier will result in significant changes43 in ΔGq

S, we
knew55 that the IPP unit did not act as a stopper for the

Figure 10. (a) Graphical representation of the ring and dumbbell components of an artificial molecular pump. (b) Structural
formulas of these two components.
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CBPQT4þ ring in the DB1þ system. An alternative way
of decreasing ΔGq

obs is to increase the free energy,
ΔGinter, of the intermediate, while retaining the IPP unit
as the steric barrier. Hence, DB103þ with its shorter
linker between the BIPY2þ and IPP units was prepared.
The ΔGinter value in the case of DB103þ is higher than
that of DB93þ since the CBPQT4þ ring in the former is
closer to the liked-charged BIPY2þ unit when located
on the IPP unit after each redox cycle. As we expected,
the CBPQT4þ ring can pass over the IPP unit comple-
tely during a few hours on heating at 60 �C with an
observed activation energy barrier, ΔGq

obs, of 26 kcal
mol�1. Further shortening of the linker in DB113þ to
that of a bismethylene unit results in a decrease of the
ΔGq

obs value to 23 kcal mol�1, allowing the rearrange-
ment to take place at 40 �C, a temperature which
proved to be ideal in our further investigations.

A FULLY FUNCTIONAL ARTIFICIAL MOLECULAR
PUMP

Having optimized all the structural parameters, we
produced66 a molecular pump (Figure 3b) with all the
predetermined structural features and a terminal triple
bondwithmodularity to aid and abet further synthesis.
The pumping unit was connected to an oligomethy-
lene, ring-collecting chain using a copper-catalyzed
azide�alkyne cycloaddition. When the resulting artifi-
cial molecular pump DB123þ was tested, it behaved
(Figure 11) in the manner expected of it.
When an excess of CBPQT4þ in the presence of

DB123þwas reduced with activated Zn dust in CD3CN,
the reaction mixture acquired a characteristic purple

color within seconds, indicating the formation of a
trisradical tricationic complex. After filtering off the Zn
dust, NOPF6 was added to the filtrate and the purple
solution returned immediately to being a light yellow
color. The co-conformational rearrangement, wherein
theCBPQT4þ ring passes slowly over the IPP unit and is
trapped on the ring-collecting chain, wasmonitored by
1H NMR spectroscopy. The redox process was repeated
through another cycle in order to trap a second
CBPQT4þ ring on the ring-collecting oligomethylene
chain. From the kinetic data obtained by analysis of the
1H NMR spectra recording the two co-conformational
rearrangements, we estimated the yields of the [2]-
and [3]rotaxanes to be 90 and 85%, respectively, with
ΔGq

obs values of 23.0 and 23.1 kcal mol�1. These
near-identical ΔGq

obs values indicate that the two co-
conformational rearrangements are independent pro-
cesses where the trapping of the secondCBPQT4þ ring
is not influenced by the presence of the first ring. On
the basis of these findings, we are confident that the
pumping unit can bemade to function repetitively and
progressively,69 in order to trap multiple rings away
from equilibrium, thus creating a concentration gradi-
ent in an artificial system.70�73

TOWARD AUTONOMOUS CHEMICALLY DRIVEN
MOLECULAR PUMPS

The molecular motors illustrated in Figures 7�11
function as energy ratchets, where external modulation
of both the well depths and barrier heights provides the
energy to drive the system out-of-equilibrium, main-
taining amuch higher steady state probability of having

Figure 11. (a) Graphical representations and energy profiles for the operation of an artificial molecular pump. The CBPQT4þ

ring and the dumbbell repel each other initially because of Coulombic repulsion. On reduction, the Coulombic barrier drops
dramatically as the positive charge on the ring diminishes. The formation of a strong 1:1 complex between the bipyridinium
radical cation (BIPY•þ) in the dumbbell and the CBPQT2(•þ) bisradical dication attracts the ring onto the BIPY•þ unit via the PYþ

end. On oxidation, strong Coulombic repulsion generated from six positive charges forces the CBPQT4þ ring to pass over the
neutral IPP unit since the high Coulombic barrier from the PYþ end group is restored. When a second reduction is performed,
the first CBPQT2(•þ) ring trapped on the ring-collecting chain cannot return to occupy the BIPY•þ radical recognition site
because of steric hindrance from the IPP unit. A second CBPQT2(•þ) ring can be attracted from solution and pumped onto the
ring-collecting chain after being back to the fully charged state. The net result is that in two redox cycles, two CBPQT4þ rings
are transported from bulk solution phase to a ring-collecting chain. Since there is no/little binding interaction between the
CBPQT4þ rings and the ring-collecting chain, the rings are forced onto the chain by redox chemical energy one byone.Work is
done repetitively and progressively. (b) Structural formula and graphical representation of DB123þ.
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rings encircling oligomethylene chains than is the case
at thermodynamic equilibrium. The energy profiles of
the integrated system that correspond to both the
oxidized and reduced states are shown in Figure 12.
Operation of the pumps is achieved by cycling be-
tween redox states, as we have demonstrated experi-
mentally using chemical reagents, e.g., Zn and NOPF6.
A key consideration for the discussion that follows,
however, is that it is necessary to add these reagents in
sequence in order to oscillate between the potential
energy surfaces. It follows that the machine is not
“autonomous”. It relies on external intervention at each
step in order to work. While we have also demon-
strated (Figure 5) that the introduction of a photo-
sensitizer can interface a similar energy ratchet
with an autonomous, photochemically driven redox
process, Nature has evolved an entirely different strat-
egy to impart autonomy to its chemically fueled
machines.
In contrast with artificial molecular pumps, chem-

ically driven biomolecular motors and pumps, such
as kinesin,74 myosin75 (muscle), F1 ATPase,76 and the
bacterial flagellar motor,77 work as information
ratchets.78,79 They are catalysts (enzymes) for an ex-
ergonic chemical reaction and their operation hinges
upon changes in the specificity of the molecular motor
for the substrates and products of this driving reac-
tion as a function of the mechanical state of the
motor. To contrast these two possibilities, consider
Figure 13, wherewe have presented the energy ratchet
(Figure 13a), with a Poisson distributed time constant,
γ, for external switching between redox potentials to

simulate switching driven by an internal process,80

and information ratchet (Figure 13b) mechanisms.
At first glance, these mechanisms seem very similar.
The energy profiles governing the motions of the
rings along the dumbbells are identical in the two
mechanisms. It seems that we should be able to
incant words like “binding of substrate deposits
chemical energy to cause transition from one energy
profile to the other” in order to explain how a
chemical reaction (Sa P) allows the optimized pump
(Figure 10) to function as an energy ratchet. Whenwe
view the mechanisms through the lens of micro-
scopic reversibility, however, we see that it is simply
not the case.
If the energy difference between the two barrier

heights, ΔΔGq, is large, the transitions shown as
blocked in Figure 13 can be ignored and the stationary
ratio between states can be easily calculated as the
product of the net transitions rates between the states.

Figure 12. Graphical representations and energy profiles of
an artificial molecular pump corresponding to both the
reduced (top) and oxidized (bottom) states, as experienced
by the CBPQT2(•þ)/CBPQT4þ rings as a function of their posi-
tions along the dumbbell. The relative likelihood for a ring
at the recognition site going to the ring-collecting chain
versus the bulk solution is governed solely by the difference
in barrier heights, ΔΔGq and ΔΔG*q, in the oxidized and
reduced forms, respectively.

Figure 13. Energy profiles of the states (0, 0*, 1, 1*, and 2) of
an artificial molecular pump operating under (a) an energy
ratchet mechanism and (b) an information ratchet mechan-
ism along with (c) the corresponding graphical representa-
tions of the structural formulas for states 0, 1, and 2. Note
that for easier comparison, we take the external switching
for the energy ratchet to be governed by a rate process with
rate constant γ, and where, instead of distributions, we
focus on paths through the states. If |ΔΔGq|. 0, the direct
transition 0h 1 is effectively blocked and the relative state
probabilities of states 2 and 0 at steady state can be
calculated as the ratio of the product of the total transition
rates from 0 to 2 divided by the product of the total
transition rates from 2 to 0. The seemingly small but
enormously important differences between the recipes for
the energy ratchet and the information ratchet are that
there are two pathways between 0 and 0* and between 1
and 1* in the information ratchet, and that the forward and
reverse rate constants for each pathway in the information
ratchet obeys microscopic reversibility;their ratio is pro-
portional to the energy difference between the two states
they connect;and the forward and reverse transition con-
stants for the energy ratchet do not obey microscopic
reversibility.
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For the energy ratchet (Figure 13a), this calculation,
based on eq1, is very simple:

P2
P0

� �
energyratchet

¼ K0�1�K12 ¼ eΔG � ΔG�e�ΔGout ð1Þ

where all energies are expressed in units of the thermal
energy kBT. If ΔG � ΔG* > 0, the nonequilibrium
fluctuations maintain the system in a nonequilibrium
stationary state, in which the occupancy of the ring on
the oligomethylene chain is greater than it would be at
equilibrium. Moreover, if ΔG � ΔG* > ΔGout, the non-
equilibrium fluctuations maintain the system in a state
wheremost of the ring-collecting chains are, on average,
occupiedwith at least one ring, while continuous pump-
ing can load several rings onto each dumbbell since the
barrier between the recognition site and collecting chain
is low only when the recognition site is occupied. When
the recognition site is occupied, the ring on the collect-
ing chain cannot go backward. This strategy was em-
ployed by Leigh81 in designing a system that supports
unidirectional rotation in a catenated system.
In an autonomous, chemically driven pump ormotor,

energy is provided by catalysis of an exergonic chemical
reaction (e.g., ATP hydrolysis or transport of ions across
a membrane) rather than by light or by an external
modulation of the thermodynamic parameters such as
pH or redox potential. Consider the theoretical case
where the ring catalyzes a reaction SaPby aMichaelis�
Menten mechanism. Binding of substrate and release
of product provide a mechanism for switching between
two energy profiles. At first glance, the information
ratchet appears to be very similar to the energy ratchet.
On closer examination, however, there is a huge differ-
ence between the two: the rate constants must obey
microscopic reversibility. The constraints of microscopic
reversibility can be summarized in eq2 as

kS0, onk
P
0, off

kP0, onk
S
0, off

¼ kS1, onk
P
1, off

kP1, onk
S
1, off

¼ eΔμ (2)

where Δμ = μS � μP is the chemical potential difference
between substrate and product that drives the reaction.
We also have a second constraint of microscopic rever-
sibility obtainedby recognizing (seeeq3) that theenergy
is a state function

kS0, onk
S
1, off

kS1, onk
S
1, off

¼ kP0, onk
P
1, off

kP1, onk
P
0, on

¼ e�(ΔG � ΔG�) (3)

with these constraints, the ratio (P2/P0) can be calculated
according to eq4 as the ratio of the products of the total
rates from each state to be

P2
P0

� �
informationratchet

¼ (kS0, on þ kP0, on)(k
S
1, off þ kP1, off )

(kS0, off þ kP0, off )(k
S
1, on þ kP1, on)

K0�1�K12

¼ (1þ s0e
Δμ)(1þ s1)

(1þ s0)(1þ s1eΔμ)
e�ΔGout (4)

where the constraints of microscopic reversibility
were used to derive the second equality. The terms

s0 = (k0,off
S /k0,off

P ) and s1 = (k1,off
S /k1,off

P ) parametrize the
specificities of the ring for binding/release of substrate
and product depending on whether the ring is free
in solution (state 0) or on the dumbbell (states 1, 2). If
s0 . 1 and s1 , 1, the most likely sequence when
Δμ > 0 involves binding of substrate while the ring is off
the dumbbell, and then releasing product when the ring
is on the dumbbell, thereby trapping the MIM kinetically.
As expected, the ratio is e�ΔGout whenΔμ = 0, but the

ratio is also e�ΔGout when s0 = s1. Remarkably, the ratio
P2/P0 is independent of ΔG and ΔG*. This point is an
important one with regard to designing synthetic
autonomous molecular motors: the key is to design
allosteric interactions such that part of the driving
reaction takes place in one mechanical state and other
parts take place in different mechanical states. The
interleaving of the chemical and pumping transitions
evident in the information ratchet is very much in
keeping with the mechanism for ion pumping dis-
cussed82 by Jencks in which the chemical transitions
of ATP hydrolysis interleave with the ion binding/
release reactions by which an ion is transported across
a cell membrane. Jencks mechanism for a molecular
pump is in stark contrast to the typical description83 of
molecular motors such as kinesin and myosin in terms
of power strokes.
Energy-releasing mechanical transitions, such as

0* f 1* and 1 f 2 in Figure 13, are often termed
power-strokes in the biomolecular motor literature.83

For energy ratchets, the free energies, ΔG and ΔG*,
released in these processes do in fact control the ability
of the system to harvest free energy from external
fluctuations or from light to maintain a nonequilibrium
stationary state. When the energy-supplying process
involves the catalysis of an exergonic reaction, how-
ever, the constraints of microscopic reversibility reveal
that the parameters that characterize the power stroke,
namely, ΔG and ΔG*, are irrelevant for the function of
themotor.84 Put bluntly, a power stroke is not critical to
the function of any chemically driven molecular motor
even though this paradigm remains themost common
one discussed in textbooks. Instead, all chemically
driven biomolecular motors function as information
ratchets where allosteric interactions provide a me-
chanismbywhich the chemical specificities depend on
the mechanical state of the motor in such a way that
the mechanical or pumping steps are interleaved with
the chemical transitions.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We have designed and tested a wholly synthetic
molecular motor that works in a nonreciprocal manner
under kinetic control. The optimized design, reached in
several highly researched incremental steps, allows the
functioning unit to pump repetitively, through redox
chemical energy inputs, tetracationic rings from bulk
solution to a ring-collecting chain that offers little or no
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binding affinity for the rings. The use of chemical
reagents is not all that efficient for this energy ratchet
system, considering the complexity of the step-wise
procedure, not to mention the generation of waste
products. The pump would benefit from being oper-
ated autonomously using light or an electrochemical
input. Given a more efficient mode of operation, we
would relish the opportunity of extending (Figure 14) the
ring-collecting chain to polymer dimensions so as to be
able to trap multiple rings. The prospect of designing a
polyrotaxane synthesizer that produces enthalpically and
entropically demanding polymers is a seductive one.
A future beckons for the advent of yet more highly

sophisticated artificial molecular machines that not

only perform work on their surroundings, but also
operate dissipatively, far-from-equilibrium in repetitive
and progressive ways.3,85 With the long-term goal of
creating amimetic of Nature's carrier proteins, the next
objectivewill be to anchor artificialmolecular pumps at
the interface between two surfaces, e.g., in a mem-
brane in order to achieve transmembrane transport,
similar to the action of carrier proteins in biological
systems. We appreciate, however, that the unidirec-
tional transport of rings along a dumbbell in a mem-
brane is likely to involve much larger energies of
activation than the transport of ions and molecules
through a channel-like supramolecular superstructure.
It is for this reason that we have settled, for the immedi-
ate future, on attaching long chains to the opposite end
from the pump portion of the motor molecule, leading
to a restrained environment that is isolated from bulk
solution. Presently, we are engaged in making these
high-energy entropically demanding polyrotaxanes86,87

as surrogates of cellular compartmentalization.
In relation to advancing the science of artificial

molecular motors, the next important step will be the
development of our synthetic ability to control specifi-
cities using allosteric interactions.49,88 A beginning to
this endeavor has been provided by Flood89,90 in his
design of a bilabile switch where the pathway going
between switch states depends on the external con-
ditions. Recently, Leigh91,92 has discussed mechanisms
for turning catalytic functions off or on by moving a
ring from one recognition site to another. What is
necessary for an autonomously driven molecular mo-
tor is similar but distinct: the essential idea would be to
switch the rates of binding/release of substrate and
product between fast binding/release of substrate and
slow binding/release of product at one recognition site
to fast binding/release of product and slow binding/
release of substrate at another recognition site.
The importance of allosteric feedback highlights the

role of information in controlling, and even driving,
mechanical processes at the molecular scale. One of
the surprising conclusions arising from a consideration
of the constraints imposed by microscopic reversibility
is the irrelevance of the so-called “power-stroke” for
determining the directionality and thermodynamics of
operation of chemically driven molecular machines.
Instead, we see that the next important synthetic goal
in the design of molecular motors that imitate biolo-
gical motors and pumps will be to incorporate allos-
teric interactions into the wholly synthetic motors in
order to drive switching of bilabile specificities so that
the rates of binding/release of the fuel and product
molecules depend on the position or mechanical state
of the machine.
While the ultimate goal is the creation of wholly

syntheticmolecularmachines as complex and versatile
as those that have arisen from millions of years of
evolution in biological systems, the journey toward this

Figure 14. A blueprint for an artificial molecular pump
which acts to compartmentalize rings in a high energy state
on a polymethylene chain. A graphical representation of a
postulated flashing energy ratchet mechanism summarizes
how redox chemistry can be employed to prime the pump
with rings (top) under reducing conditions and then have
it pump the rings (bottom) under oxidative conditions
into high energy states. Structural formulas define (top)
the CBPQT2(•þ) ring and the BIPY•þ unit involved in priming
the pump and (bottom) the CBPQT4þ ring and BIPY2þwhich
give rise to the Coulombic repulsion that pumps the rings
onto the polymethylene chain. The structural formulas of
the charged (PYþ) and neutral (S) stoppers are defined
along with that (IPP) of the “steric speed bump” inside blue,
black, and green boxes, respectively. Hypothetical distribu-
tions of the components of the pump on a simplified
potential energy surface diagram are indicated by purple
dots in the reduced state and blue in the oxidized state.
A solid green arrow indicates a surmountable energy bar-
rier, while the dashed red arrow indicates an insurmounta-
ble one.
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goal doubtlessly will result in the creation of remark-
able tools for harnessing the potential of molecule-
by-molecule assembly, as well as leading to an ever-
increasing understanding of how biological molecular
machines carry out their functions.
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